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Maaazine Holdc c°uncil to meet infw yu m n ias traditional sesTRADITIONAL SESSION
Essay Contest st°" wMI PDeb,T &*&" ofiwrmming Pool Fund; Freshmen,
Faculty Not Admitted
Publication Gives $1,000 for
Essay on the Soviet and
Its Meaning to Us
EVERYONE MAY COMPETE
A $1,000 cash prize essay contest
of particular interest to college stu-
dents on. "What the Soviet Union
Means to Humanity" is announced
by the magazine, Soviet Russia To-
day, a monthly publication that has
become nationally known in the past
five years as an authoritative source
of current material on the stirring
events and changes taking place in
While the contest, which ends
September 15, is open to everyone,
students, in particular, are invited to
enter it because of its purpose, to
stimulate thought and discussion
!
about the Soviet Union, and the role
of that country in world affairs at
(he present time.
The length of the essays to be
submitted is limited to 500 words or
less. They may cover any phase of
the subject. A first prize of $500 will
be awarded, a second prize of $150, a
third prize of $100; and there will
be 30 other prizes ranging from $25
to five dollars.
Among the judges who will pass on
the manuscripts are Harry Elmer
Barnes, well-known American histo-
rian, author, and newspaper column-
ist; Erskine Caldwell, one of the best-
known of younger American writers
and author of Tobacco Road, the suc-
cessful play that has been running
for almost three years in New York
Laughing Boy and other best-selling
novels; Clifford Odets, the play-
wright who sprang into fame a few
years ago when Awake and Sing and
Waiting for Lefty were produced on
Broadway.
because the editors of the magazine
realized that Russia and its eco-
IContinued on Page 3, Col. 3)
brought into the open light of
le hall on Thursday, May 6,
on the crucial question, "What Shall
we do with the Swimming Pool Fund?"
Suggestions from the representatives
will undoubtedly take highly individu-
alistic form, but the general obstacle
to be overcome seems to consist in
this paradox: now that the students
have so laboriously obtained money
for the pool fund, the faculty, dissat-
isfied at using the sum for such frivo-
lous ends, is debating as to how to
to the best use.
Edwards '37 heads the commit-
by Alice Haywood '37. N<
faculty will be admitted.
BARN WILL GIVE PLAY
BY ELINOR HAYES '40
I present an ex-
play, Peking Stone, Jeeves,
What? in Alumnae hall at 7:30 p. m.,
Saturday evening, May 1. This play
is an adaptation by Elinor Hayes
'40, of a very amusing Wodehouse
novel. It was one of those entered
in the third annual one-act play con-
test sponsored by the Wellesley Review
and Barnswallows. The winning play
was to be presented by Barnswallows.
However, the judges, Miss Sophie C.
Hart and Miss Emma M. Denkinger
of the English composition department,
felt that all the plays submitted were
of equally great merit, although none
of them, except Peking Stone, Jeeves,
What? were ready for production
without revision. There was no time
for such revision.
The play will be directed by






Spring Ushers In Seniors 9 Cars
Of Variegated Styles And Colors
Boston. But, they also find tin
'Beowulf needs a thorough over-
hauling." she's not criticizing her lit
course. She's referring to a blue
Packard convertible which goes by
the name of "Beowulf" and she's
one of the lucky seniors who has
The typical senior car this year is
conservatively black or grey but there
are plenty of greens and blues too.
Sedans predominate, next in favor are
convertibles and then coupes. About
70% have radios.
Evidently the class of '37 is one of
fessed to su much as a minor acci-
caught in between the safety gates
of a railroad track as an on-com-
ing train rushed at her, full steam
ahead. "But," she said, "they got







han "Beowulf" (so-called because "a
ioy I know calls his overcoat that
nd I thought it was cute") , there are
Baby," "Cecily," "Plim," "Bossy" (be-
ause it usually does what it pleases)
,
Mistletoe" (not for the
) "Josephine," "The
Green Elephant," "Daisy" (because
some Daisy goes and some days he
doesn't) , and two named "Esmeralda"




Theto drive in Boston,
drivers are very trying, they say.
"They never hurry. They think they're
still driving cows." And then the
seniors, after all these years, still
get lost in Boston.
They use their cars most to go to
you're trudging
back from the vill heavy-laden, do
not mutter against the senior
when
slv- passes you up in her high powered
motor. It's just that she's engrossed
in the Rival Dog Pood hour, or plan-
ning that trip to Princeton, or maybe
she's debating whether to call it Aga-
tha, after her great aunt, or Praise
Be
after her general.
C. A. Circulates Books
that
you're in Wellesley, not in Burma.
It's the story of Adoniram Judson
and his beautiful young wife Ann,
who landed in rain-soaked Rangoon
in July, 1913, to teach Christianity
to the Buddha-worshipping Burmans.
The Americans took up their residence
"in a hut so near the execution
grounds that they could hear the vic-
tims scream." Six homesick, lonely,
laborious, heart-rending years it took
them to learn the Burmese language
and the Burmese customs. Adoniram
the his
son, who died of fever eight months
later. The courageous young mission-
ary pioneer faced the possibilities of
persecution, torture, and death if he
persisted in talking to the pitiable
Burmese subjects about Jesus. He
persisted, and Ann with him, until
the The
kept on. Honore" Willsie Morrow has
told the whole dramatic story in
Splendor of God.
And, by the way, scattered around
in all the dormitories are twenty-four
other wonderful books that C. A. has
just bought. Among them are books
by Dr. Van Dusen who led our Relig-
ious Forum this year, Dr. Fosdick and
Student Team Waits
For Tech Encounter
lowing girls were chosen to repre-
sent Wellesley in the Wellesley-M. I.
T. Spelling bee, which will take place
Thursday, May 6, from 9:30 to 10:30
p. m., over the blue network of the
National Broadcasting company: Betty
Lou Robinson '37, Miriam Meyer '39,
Pauline Ritchie '38, Mary Fletcher
'38, Frances Gulliver '39, Virginia
West '38, Mary Kerr '39, Janet Gould
'39, Betty Kineke '38, Mary Hutchin-
son '3S, Miriam Sapiro '38, Adele
Goldfine '37, Marion Saunders '40,
Harriet Schlesinger '37, and Victoria
Pelton '37. The alternates are: Mari-
on Roe-Cloud *38, Ruth Nelson '38,
Marianne Robinson '39, Joan Bying-
ton '37, Dorothy Gardner '37, Celena
Dean '38, and Elisabeth Barrows '37.
DR. BROWN TO LEAD CHAPEL
Dr. Charles R. Brown, of New
Haven, Connecticut, will lead the
Chapel service on Sunday. Dr.
Brown, who has studied at the
University of Iowa, Boston univer-
sity, Yale, Oberlin, Brown, and Wes-
the Yale Divinity school since 1928.
He is the author of a long list of
well known books, among which are
Why J Believe In Religion, The
Gosvel for Main Street. Have We




Juniors' library prize has announced





Service Fund Sponsors Illustrated
Lecture on College of Remote
Mountaineer Community
Moving pictures of Piedmont College,
Georgia will be shown by President
George C. Bellingrath at Severance
hall, Thursday evening, April 29 at 7.
Service fund offers this opportunity to
hear about the work of the college
among the people of the Southern
Situated in the most illiterate sec-
tion of the
-ilQited States, Piedmont
college offers a liberal arts course of
high standards. Its aim is to train
students for leadership in their back-
ward communities. These young peo-
ple of old Anglo-Saxon ancestry can-
not pay more than small tuition fees.
Many even need scholarships. The
college, has only remodeled farm build-
ings and a summer hotel for equip-
ment. In order to continue its work,
Piedmont college needs adequate en-
dowment, permanent equipment and
a small working capital. Service fund
contributes $100 each year to the
WELLESLEY ACTS
WITH HARVARD
Harvard Dramatic club has asked
three Wellesley girls to take part in
its next play The Dog Beneath the
Skin to be given May 7 and 8 at the
Copley theater. The girls are Barbara
Ketchum '37, Audrey Bill '37, and
Eleanor Merrill '39 who will take minor
parts along with girls from Radcliffe,
Erskine school, Beaver Country day
school, the Junior league and Vincent
Club. This will be the first production
in America of this play by W. H. Auden
and Christophi
SENIORS WILL GIVE GIFT
It i
spring the senior class presents a
senior gift to Students' Aid, It is
very definitely "of the seniors, for the
seniors, by the seniors." The fund
thus collected takes care of many
emergencies of the spring term. Any
amount will be acceptable.
Speaker Raises
Peace Question
Dr. de Haas Believes U. S. Can
Keep Out of War But Not
by Neutrality Alone
COMPROMISE ONLY WAY
Our Task is to Make Nations Safe
Without Arms; Lecturer Urges
League Reorganization
"The Kellogg Pact was an interna-
tional kiss. Our neutrality laws are
nothing more than a prayer," said
Dr. Anton de Haas, professor of in-
ternational relations at the Harvard
graduate school of Business Admin-
istration, before a large Peace Day
audience at Pendleton hall on Thurs-
day evening, April 22. Dr. de Haas
spoke in answer to the vital question,
"Can the United States Keep out of
War?"
In the present dangerous situation
in international affairs, Dr. de Haas
sees the need for a sense of respon-
sibility throughout the world. Na-
tions of Europe have begun speaking
of "manifest destiny" again, and, said
the speaker, "This is a sure sign that
a country is getting ready to take
something belonging to someone else."
The United States, too, had its destiny
—the task of a war to end war. That
destiny was left unfulfilled. Though
the Idealists of that day went at it
the wrong way, they went at it, and
"What America wants today is a
cyclone cellar," said Dr. de Haas, add-
ing that America cannot keep out of
war in the manner of an ostrich. We
have to consider, besides the immed-
iate havoc wrought by war, the con-
stitutional rights it would sweep away
with no assurance of their being re-
The speaker is in sympathy with the
efforts at neutrality of the Pittman
and McReynolds bills, but brands
them of little use. He declared, in
fact, that water-tight neutrality is
undesirable, as it leads to the econ-
omic nationalism which fosters war.
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 4)
Roving Reporter Discovers Source
Of May Day Tradition At Wellesley
files
ceived Miss McAfee, Miss Rob-
jo, Miss Judith Williams,
Mr. Sheffield and Miss
P. Metcalf, members of
tee. Lists may be left wi




days were started? The plump, multi-
petticoated belles of
'languorously lovely,
prove that they had pep and originali-
ty easily equal to ours.
In its class book '95 left this record
of its determination to do something
about the arrival of spring days:
"As seniors we thought that every-
one seemed to be too serious. '95 liked
to put pep into things, so in April
we decided to let loose on May Day
(the first Saturday in May). We pro-
cured hoops from Boston, dressed in
our caps and gowns, and rolled our
hoops from the Cottage to College
hall." At this first hoop-rolling no
one thought of having the sopho-
mores hem up their big sisters' gowns;
it's rumored that the shades of '95
share many a suppressed giggle as
they remember the stumbles and
sprawls caused by the long gowns.
Within a few years evolution had
turned May Day into a true festival
that put Wellesley girls into the syn-
dicated Press photo service all over
the country. The seniors arose with
the birds to give the Backwoodsman,
hall steps, his annual thorough scrub-
bing. This was followed at 7:15 by
The rest of the morning the whole
college scurried around setting up long
tables and decorating little booths for
the < the
2 o'clock Tower court green had be-
come an authentic midway. Jesters
teased, ballyhooers became hoarse,
the hurdy-gurdy player's monkey col-
lected many pennies. Freshmen.
-girl
live-stock exhibition.
In 1931 such elaborate celebration
of May Day was modified, due to
the proximity of Tree Day, which
also required a good deal of plan-
ning beforehand. But still on May
first at 7:25 a. m., the dignified
seniors will roll the scarred hoops of
other generations, their gowns
hemmed up by their faithful little
sisters, their mortar-boards tied on
with frivolous satin ribbons. At 7:35
the president of the senior class. Peg
McAdam, will award the bouquet to
the winner. President McAfee will
lead the special chapel service at 8.
The sophomores will form their
numerals and an original design on
Tower hill afterwards. They will
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Societies Tell Dr Tinker To s Peak





The method of applying for so-
ciety membership and a brief sum-
mary of the work of the six societies
at Wellesley college was explained at
a meeting of the sophomore class
Billings hall on Thursday. April 22,
The of the
committee of the Inler-Soriei y <
cil gave a brief history of the
cieties at Wellesley and then
plained the present system of placing
members in the various societies.
No applicant is placed In a si
for which she does not apply nor
society which does not vote for
The Central committee member;
pledged to absolute secrecy, so
an applicant may state her rei
for choice of society as frankly a
chooses and feel that her ren
will be kept In absolute confld
There is an absolute academic si
ard which applicants to society r
berships must meet and there
"good citizenship" standard set u
the College Government associi
Failure to be placed in a so
therefore, may be due to any 01
Applications for society membership
may be filed up until October 4,
and a definite list of instructions for
the classes of 1938 and 1939 follows:
1. Each student should see thai
her name is checked, correctly spelled
and has the proper class numeral in
the directory posted on her class
letin board. She should d
check her name when she has verified
this information.
2. If a student desires any in^
formation about societies, the presi
dents of the societies and the chair-
man of the Central committee should
be consulted. No one else should be
3. Application cards and pledges
will be found at the Information bu-
reau. White cards for 1938; orange
cards for 1939.
4. Read the pledge carefully and
consider its meaning before copying
it on the application card and signing
5. Last year's application cards will
hold for 1938 unless new ones are
filed. Applications must be dated.
6. Applications may be filed this
spring and during the summer.
7. All applications must be received
before noon on Monday, October 4th,
and should be addressed to Miss Mar-
ion D. Russell, chairman of the Cen-
tral committee, Wellesley college. They
may be left at the Information bu-
reau during the college year.
STUDENTS INVITED TO
FOREIGN CELEBRATION
The senate of the University of Am-
sterdam has invited American col-
lege students to participate in the
celebration of the sixty-first Lustrum
of the university during the period
of Juhe 23 to July 2, 1937.
The Amsterdam celebrations in-
restaurant, a boat-trip through the
to other Dutch cities. In addition.
the will
to the lake district in Priesland untll
July 7, where they will spend five
days sailing, swimming and yachting.
Amsterdam students have offered
the hospitality of their homes to their
American visitors. The Holland-
American line has been approached
on the subject of a reduction of the
regular round-trip fare between New
York and Rotterdam.
Students contemplating acceptance
of this invitation should address a
communication to the Netherland-
American Foundation. Inc., 239 East
Seventeenth street, New York city.
They will be furnished with the com-
plete program and any other par-
Mr. Chauncey Brewster Tinker,
who, as Sterling professor of English
at Yale, and recently announced as
the next Charles Eliot Norton profes-
sor of English poetry at Harvard,
probably the first person to hold si-
multaneously professorships at the
two senior American universities, will
address the Phi Beta Kappa members
and guests at Pendleton hall, Friday
evening, April 30, at 8:30. All hon-
or students and members of the offi
cial staff (including former members)
Scholarship with Some Reference to
East London."
The Charles Eliot Norton profes-
sorship has been awarded to an
American poet, Robert Frost, and a
poet and critic of American origin,
T. S. Eliot: but Mr. Tinker is the
first American scholar to be hon-
ored by this appointment, the most
distinguished university honor in this
country for a scholar in English lit-
erature. At Wellesley Mr. Tinker has
several times read or spoken under
the Poets' Reading fund; he gave the
Phi Beta Kappa address at our Semi-
centennial celebration, and was our
commencement speaker in 1926. His
scholarship has included Old Eng-
lish eighteenth century British art
tury English poetry. He has been
preparing the definitive edition of
the poems of Matthew Arnold, re-
searches for which led to the ex-
perience in a London slum which he
hints at in the title of his address.
Before the speech, the annual ini-
tiation of the newly elected members
of Phi Beta Kappa will be held at
7:45 p. m. in the Faculty tea room of
CHOIR TO JOIN EXETER
IN PROGRAM ON SUNDAY
On Sunday. May 2, the Wellesley
College Choir will join the Academy-
glee club at Phillips Exeter academy
in the last program of the Exeter
concert series. The choir will leave
Wellesley by bus about 2:00 p. m.,
arriving at Exeter, N. H„ in time
for a 4:30 rehearsal. After dinner
6:45concert will take place
For the first group of the per-
the 72 Wellesley singers will
with the 50 members of what has
called "the best boys' glee club in
country." The chorus will be
directed by Arthur Landers, of the
Exeter glee club, and by Edward
B. Greene, of the Wellesley choir.
The joint numbers will be:
To God on High (chorale) Decius
Cruciftxus from the B minor Mass
Hallelujah, Amen"—from Judas Mac-
cabaeus Handel
Two English Folk Songs:
Sir Eglamore Old English ballad
Just as the Tide loas Flowing
arr. by Vaughan Williams
The four-hand accompaniment for
ir Eglamore was written by Bar-
ara G. Trask, gr. Miss Trask and
Jane Burgess, gr. will be the ac-
companists. The Wellesley Choir
will sing the following selec-





Basque Lullaby Katherine K. Davis
le Gondoliers
Sir Arthur Sullivan
is open to the public.
The
; of the venerable ]
yard. Reliable information has it
that over eight hundred eager un-
dergraduates succumbed to the
pranks of the best practical joker
to appear in the vicinity of Boston
since the founding of the college.
On Thursday morning last each
Harvard man received a printed
notice in his box (presumably from
the Dean's office I announcing a lec-
ture on scientific methods of birth
control by Dr. So-and-so of the
hygiene department in the new
lecture hall at noon hour, and
granting gratuitous cuts for all
those who wished to attend.
Came the noon hour, an avid group




hall to find it
In view of the
elicited from the
student body, perhaps the Hygiene
department will see its way to pro-
viding the requisite
though how the powers-
could get around
mystery.
Rumor has it that one of the
newly appointed Rhodes scholars
had something to do with the affair.
There's no telling what he'll start
once he hits the quiet town of
IUDCES AWARD FISK
PRIZE TO SOPHOMORE
Virginia Kyger Gives Winning Talk
on 'Growth of Co-operative
Movement in America'
Many interesting subjects were dis-
cussed by final contestants for the
Isabelle Eastman Flsk prize offered
to the sophomore making the best
extemporaneous speech. Miss Moses.
chairman of the speech department,
awarded the prize, a sum of money,
lo Virginia Kyger on April 27, after
the speech recital. The event took
place in Room 444 Green hall, on Fri-
day, April 23. at 4:40, and was at-
tended by members of the speech
department, as well as others inter-
ested in the gentle art of oratory.
Margaret Delahanty contrasted the
spiritual uplift found in an organi-
zational camp with the expert super-
vision and broad contacts found in a
;e camp, in her talk on "Shall I
my Child to an Organist ion ;\ I
Private Camp?" The coming
for the American cup was en-
thusiastically discussed by Mary Fiske
the topic of "The International
Yacht Races," while "Censorship in
the News Reels" was the more serious
ubject of Janet Gould. "Attention
Attracting Devices in Advertising"
in address delivered with appro-
: "punch'-' by Leila Small, em-
phasis being placed upon suddenness,
novelty, repetition and vividness. Vir-
ginia Kyger adopted a more deliber-
ative and serious tone, befitting her
topic "The Growth of the Cooper-
Movement in America." Perhaps
most pertinent (to the job-conscious
college girl) were the last two
speeches on the program, "Politics as
ofession," and "Present Child
Welfare Work in the United States"
delivered respectively by Elizabeth
Golden and Jane Gehrz.
MR. MORO-LIN RENEWS
MOSAICS FROM SYRIA
Farnsworth Art Museum Makes Room
for 1500-Year-Old Floor Piece
From Villa in Antioch
Ettore Moro-Lin,
/ork in a studio of t
rt museum restoring
One entire gallery
over to Mr. Moro-L
the Mosaic, w
of a villa in the Alexandrian city.
Wellesley received the mosaic as a
gift from the archeological expedition
directed by Mr. William Alexander
Campbell, associate professor of art
About ten feet square and geometri-
cal in design, the pavement arrived at
Wellesley last December in five pieces.
The mosaic artist is now replacing the
stones removed in the cutting and re-
pairing the worn places in the pave-
ment. Already the pieces have been
assembled and sunk into the floor
where the mosaic rests.
Descending from a family of mosaic
artists, Ettore Moro-Lin prepared for
his unusual occupation in the studio
of his father, Giovanni Moro-Lin, in
Venice. He has worked before this in
Germany and in Paris, and in America
his may
CLASSICAL CLUB DINES
IN OLD ROMAN FASHION
Reclining in the traditional Roman
manner, the Classical club held a
Roman banquet on Wednesday even-
ing, April 28. Food served, as far as
possible, was like the ancient Roman
the club read poems from their favor-
ite authors. These poems were first
STUDENTS GIVE RECITAL
give the short story which she chose
for her regular class assignment. The
list of participants and their selec-
tions will be posted later on the speech
bulletin board. Miss Moses urges all
who
EL-TABLE STAFF ENTERTAINED
The C. A. conferet
entertained at tea in the lounge to-
day for the "milk-and-ice-cream-
sellers" who have worked at the El
table this year.
C. A. Circulates Books
/( Can't Happen Here, and Dunther's
Inside Eitrope, and many others of
equal interest.
Each C. A. house representative can
tell you where the book for your
"dorm" is. When you take it to read,
you simply sign your name in the
special notebook provided. In a few
weeks the books will be shifted to
different dormitories so that you'll
have a chance to read at least two














French Am Ice Cream
MODERN CLOTHES.
PREPARE FOR
; disc LAWw the profession of law hold, unusualopportuniiies for them. There are more
than 400 women lawyers in New York
City— over 300 in Boston! Women arc judges, district attorneys,
title examiners in real e.lale. iii-urali.e and hanking corporations.
Portia Law School is onl> school in the world exclusively
for women, offering I.L.B. degree. 1-our-vear course. Morning and
evening divisions. Graduate cour-e graining LL.M. degree. Catalog.
Arthur p
.
Maclean, A.B., U.B., J.M., llrt.D., 45 Ml. V.rnon St., Bolton
PORTIA LAW SCHOOL LI™
fascinating sport frocks
now pouring in ... .
in luscious new colors









signment. Chapter II, extra-curricular
ONE of Perry's freshman friend;
in the course of preparing for a
rather special evening carefully pow-
dered herself with Calox tooth pow-
der thinking it was talcum powder.
ONE of Perry's friends who had
just received a cake from home
was lamenting the fact that it was
"broken into hits." "Well," replied a
punning, greedy friend, "Let's go
champ at the bit then."
)NE of Perry's frien
slips in Tower aft
: other night when
ig. She opened the d
.n started to come ir
ne in after ten," she
barring the way. "it's
replied, waving her aside
I'm Robert Frost."
r English literature class the other
day to hear the instructor say, "In
this scene Mrs.—keeps coming in one
ERRY heaTd
ing out with a man named •Brew,"
"Mr. Bottle is here, Miss." Anyway,
the idea was right.
AT a recent sophomore
ing, a girl giving
May Day announced, "You will re-
ceive a card with a senior on it."
Seniors will be served on platters
WALKING behind two girls, Perry
heard one of them say, "Is
she going to Dartmouth for Green
Key?" The other answered, "No, but
she is going up to Bowdoin for Ivy
Week." To this, the first girl re-
plied, "Oh, just a climber."
r lack of a sense of direction, was
trying to find the Blue Ship tea
room, but could not do it. Finally
he asked a tough looking man stand-
ing near the water front, "Could you
tell me how to get to the Blue Ship?"
"Where does she run, Lady?" he
WHILE one of Perry's friends was
raving about a boy named Dave,
a maid came up to announce that
another boy, also named Dave, was
calling her. As she left, a sarcastic
voice was heard, "—Just living from
Dave to Dave."
discuss the possibility of going to a
show. "Look," Perry heard one of
them say, "Gilbert and Sullivan are
here." The other answered, "I don't
at high school." "But my dear," as-
serted the first, "this is Gilbert and
Sullivan in person!"
PERRY sympathizes with the fresh-
man whose father's handwriting is
so bad that her last letter from him
complete
CCORDING to i
AN English literature major philos-
ophized that the Platonists'
theme song should be, "No bodies,
sweetheart, now."
Perry's friends
ies of her nephew. One of the
st is that when told he must drink
milk he squealed, "But I don't
Lt cow-milk. I want cocomuit>m:lk "
/\ to Perry
tain junior has been in the habit of
reading another junior's paper every
day during a period when the other
said anything about it because she
couldn't see that it mattered very
much. Imagine her surprise when,
upon leaving the room of her friend
after her daily perusal of the news
one day, she spotted a sign on the
door, reading: "Don't forget your
BEER jackets seem to be creating
quite a furor about the campus
Perry heard two girls discussing the
situation seriously the other day. One
said she didn't like the idea of
lesley's copying Princeton. "Oh, the
beer jackets are all right," replied tr
other, "as long as we don't carry th
thing too far and start making ere
Perry the Pressman
Speech Groups Give I
Dramatic Program
j
Members of speech 201 and 301 gave
a recital of selected scenes from
Shakespeare and modern drama in a
1 in 444 Green hall at 4:40 on
Tuesday.
Ruth Dattner '37 and Dorothy
Grimes '37 began the program with a
scene from Twelfth Night. Ellen
Libby '39, in the shaving scene from
Lawrence Housman's Victoria Regina,
portrayed the naive young queen, con-
trasted with the gruff accents of
Prince Albert. Louise Stewart '39 dis-
played her acting ability in a scene
from Dodsworth, in which she played
the parts of Sam Dodsworth and his
CAMPUS CRIER
Pike '39, Aileen Davidson '39, and
Laura Hathaway '39 gave a scene from
As You Like It. In a scene from
Sutton Vane's Outward Bound, Vir-
ginia West '38 portrayed four or five
characters. Jeanne Washburn '38 fin-
ished up the program with a perlorm-
Maxwell Anderson.
3 its full effectiveness




nomic, political, and social policies
are a major issue of discussion today
among all types of Americans. It is
advisable that essays be submitted
as early as possible in order to allow
the judges full time to make careful
decisions. A complete announcement-
is carried in the May issue of Soviet
Russia Today.
The rules of the contest are: (1)
All essays must be submitted on the
subject "What the Soviet Union Means
to Humanity." They should be 500
words or less, written or typewritten
on one side of the paper. First pagf
ol manuscript should include author';
name, occupation, and address. (2;
Only manuscripts postmarked Sep
tember 15 or earlier will be consid
ered. (3) Contestants are to agr&
to accept the decision of the judges
as final. (4) Essays will be judged
on the basis of content, and
in spreading among
Soviet Union. Originality will count,
'
and legibility is an asset. (5) In
awarded. All essays should be sent
j
tc Contest committee, Soviet Russia
Today, 824 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Mr. Bradley Speaks
On Neutrality Bill
DR. DE HAAS QUESTIONS
PROBABILITY OF PEACE
history and political science at Horton
on Monday evening, April 26.
Mr. Bradley is professor of political
e at Amherst college and has
done extensive research on the prob-
Compromise is the
) take sides





otism, we can protect ourselves by
public education against war.
Dr. de Haas deplored the branding
as unpatriotic of all efforts at peace.
While the label
on peace organizations
ridiculous to us, it is nc
lions, and is dangerous in its appeal
to the ignorant. An hysterical fear
built up in the masses of the people is
The League did not. the speaker
believes, fail because its principle
wrong. Its need is for more practical
work. It is useless to preach disarm-
ament in a world in which arms art
needed. The task is to make the na-
tions safe without arms. Dr. de Haas
League including only the United
States and European powers:
United States must let loose
opoly on gold so the world <
rade. An
by
Mr. Bradley raised the question:
Jan we keep out of war?" He then
id that the present neutrality bills
} for consideration do not go far
enough and that collective security is
he only real way to preserve world
peace. He believes the next war is
contrary to popular opinion, the war
will not be primarily a conflict be-
tween fascism and communism but
will be a war to preserve the British
Empire.
A. cyclone cellar is not enough."
Harriet Chamberlain '38, head of
student committee for Peace E
who gave a short sketch of Dr.
Haas' life.
i . iding is
among nations.
Dr. de Haas regards the liquida-
tion of our lordship over Latin Amer-
ica and the amicable settlement of all
differences a splendid gesture, show-
ing the world it can be done. The
clouds are beginning to lift on the
world horizon. America may again
take the lead on the highway of mu-
tual understanding an<
social justice. "That,"
Haas, "is the job before
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COLLECTING EXPERIENCES
:n a recent autobiographical sketch
for
trying to give us a minute pa
her experiences. That year I learned
that I was collecting experiences,
Collecting experiences, that is exactly
what all of us have been doing
our lives, perhaps not consciously,
doing it all the same, just as truly
tin..Some of us hardly ]
We live one day after another taking
what comes along. Living through
each class, we seldom realize that
after all it is experiences that we are
having, experiences that will some
day be ever so valuable to us. We
forget that each instructor is at-
tempting to impart to us some of
her knowledge, some of her experi-
ences, and some of her eagerness to
know. We learn things routinely,
seldom getting full benefit from what
is crammed into our heads for a quiz,
seldom relating what we learn to
what we do out of classes, taking
What a loi
would we add, if we took each even
each task, each impression as on
more experience to be attached to





experiences we store up, tfc
the vistas of experiences will
lie ahead begging
and added to the
But it is not just "collecting" that
is important- It is discriminative col-
lecting. The stamp collector doesn't
hope to collect every kind of stamp
issued, but early begins to specialize in
ones from a certain country, a certain
period, or of peculiar significance. So
in collecting experiences we need to
pick and choose, to decide what experi-
ences will be most valuable to us,
and to specialize in that field. We
all Tills
with this problem. We must choose
our study experiences for the coming
year in view of our future needs. We
must select and so integrate our
courses that in the end we come out
really the better for having gone
through with them.
In a short lifetime we can hardly
expect to live all the experiences
possible, but the task is made lighter
by others. We can "borrow" experl-
FACING THE FACTS
One hears a good deal during these
times about the success of the Russian
experiment much of which is not worth
listening to. The people who make
communism and the others who talk
fast and freely about the dangers of
fascism are often those who know less
chances out of ten are arguing at cross
purposes. In view of the political line-
up in Europe and the precarious con-
dition of raw material sources all over
the western world it behooves us to
listen to those men who have some
real experience and training.
"It is ridiculous to debate whether
said Professor Samuel Cross at
last Foreign Policy meeting.
most important thing is that over there
the Russians are working out the best
kind of system for themselves."
The question of socialism is an
academic one well suited for exercise
in the classroom, but evades the real
issue. A few figures may throw light
upon the progress of the present re-
gime in building civilization through-
out the Soviet Union. In the last five
years the rate of illiteracy has fallen
from over 35 per cent to less than 2
per cent. The population has doubled
in the last 40 years. Small hamlets
containing less than 1,000 persons five
years ago now have expanded to he-
me bustling lumber mills or power
nters with populations well over the
,000 mark.
Professor Bruce Hopper's theory that








a closer contact with
activities in the larg-
ivorld, the college is
Mary Louise
Bartlett '37, to the organization
meeting of the college chapters of
the National Civil Service Reform
league. The inspiration for college
participation in this league comes from
Mi-. Robert L. Johnson, vice-president
of Time, Inc., and president of the
league. It is Mi-. Johnson's hope to
"develop constructive interest in public
service" among the college students in
an attempt to arouse public interest
in the support of qualified personnel
to fill appointive governmental offices.
Twenty-nine leading colleges in the
United States have been invited to
attend the meeting in New York at the
Commodore hotel, today. Luncheon
speakers which the delegates will hear





ored by this opportunity to
y.trt in ;i national public endeavor
hoped that the student body will
an active interest in this sincere
to "lick" the spoils system.
Left-handed ed?" Those of us tx
Lament whom this remark is of-
ten addressed admit ou]
difference with a sigh, for we knov
from sad experience what complica-
tions may ensue. Charges of mental
deficiency and awkwarclne.1^,
right-handed chairs are the bai
our unhappy lives. And what i
handed person knows the social
barrassment caused by being served
on the wrong side at the table
by not knowing whether to take
food in a shaky right hand o:
clumsily maneuver the utensils with
the left, while the other guests quake
with fear that we will knock over
: whole platter? Ours is a sad lot,
1 our only hope is a vengeful one
hat some day the positions will
reversed and we may laugh at the
actions of mentally defl-
right-handed individuals.
feel they are being deprived of their
rights When peaceful agitation In
the form of petitions and politely
phrased requests fails to bring any re-
sults, the whole affair tal
aspect of a Hitler program
the
jnopir when aroused are not a i
to be trifled with. It remains t<
-cen whether Wellesley students
calm down and meekly submit
whether they will organize and c
throw the present regime.
Propaganda or What:1
To the Wellesley College News:
After the "grippir.
movie, "Spain in Flames," was
in Pendleton hall Tuesday
April 20, I was interested to r
intelligent skepticism of the t
four groups of students with whom
I talked it over. The general opinion
was, "Yes, but how about the other
side?" Most of them, while
rifled by the well-known ter
war, were rational in their
sion. Their response to so obvious
an appeal to emotional upheaval
horror, hysteria, and indignation i
exactly the opposite from the effect
by film.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
stateinents in this column.
Contributions should be in the




from people who have had
especially by reading and con-
;ions. One of the most en-
ing experiences of all is con-
with people, all kinds of them
as many as possible. "The
r study of mankind is man" is
i a fitting statement. We study
the faces, the gestures, the opinions
of those about us. We learn what
have done in the past through
history books, we learn what they
think in philosophy, how they work
anatomy and psychology.
The collecting of experiences is a
)bby that all of us pursue. The : opposition
Wellesley College News:
ious times, Wellesley has been
accused by misinformed outsiders of
harboring communism. Wellesley is
me in this; other colleges have
charged with similar crimes.
Such innocent and well-meaning en-
terprises as the American Students'
been looked upon with
suspicion and distrust.
Far from having communistic tend-
icies, however, there are situations
thin the college, news of which never
ach the great American public, which
ive a strongly dictatorial flavor.
ost of us are of the so-called "cap-
we accept the idea of
and a following group,
he most part with equanimity,
having been brought up in this
"democracy" of ours, we still
a few preconceived notions of
"government of the people, by the
people, for the people."
The "proletariat" is inclined to agree
with the decisions of his leaders in
class politics, as long as the leaders
take the precaution to go through the
"democratic" procedure of voting upon
an issue. But when the class rulers
attempt to dictate a policy, saying that
it is the decision of the committee, and
refuses to discuss the question when
the undergraduates are
to the present w
Spain, nor to any current evei
world importance. But they refuse
to be shocked into headlong "aci
These students did not feel that
had really learned anything from the
movie, nor were they encouraged to
pour out then- dimes and quarters to
continue the struggle. They cannot,
sympathetic to the unfortunate war
The emphasis in "Spain in Flames"
with fascism"; and therefore "On
with war." This presentation ot the
as ogr s is reminiscent of
world war propaganda against the
'Huns, ' "Boche in the
audien e was he ard to remark as the
lights went up, "There, didn t that
picture tell a si ory?" Yes, it did—
a
one-sic ed story irith facts bent if not









tion than that. a conception which
includes critical judgment of experi-
ences uch as ' Spain in Flames."
An vent like Tuesday's movie is
! of the immediacy <.>i problem*
de our classrooms; and it
the critical thought and in
tes. (Yet how much more lasting
n effect has a program and study of
oiid problems like the Peace Day
ctivities on April 22.)
Finally, college people have been
aid to talk much and act little,
t is a good thing, however, to know
nd since exchange
more intelligent
-then "Say on, Wellesley!"
idea-, like
Procrastination
To the Wellesley College News:
May we commend Barn on the suc-
cess of Spring Event. We enjoyed the
light tone of "The Late Christopher
Bean"; Alumnae ballroom was not too
congested; Ken Reeves' music was
fficiently swingy and up-to-the-
:i l-'pl-i.-C-i:t 1 i Vf.- ,
habil
las a rather distiesM n;.
lot making up its mind
days before their event.
Result: we who had all-week-end dates
tearing our hair not knowing
whether to plan on an all-college tea
dance, dancing after the play, or what
Anyway, here's hoping for a little
time!
ADVERTISEMENT FOR FRESHMEN:
"Here is your chance to order my
Six-Speed, Long-Distance Touring Bi-
cycle built to your measure and guar-
anteed to fit. They are not toys, but
the utmost in design, quality of parts
and workmanship. Gears shift, like
cars, for hills! Cover 75 to 150 miles
a day without undue fatigue. For
perfect fit send me the following
measurements:
Stand in your stocking feet with
distance exactly 12 inches between
them and measure the exact perpen-
dicular distance from the bones on
which you sit to the floor. (Get it
right! Most important!)"
M. Dubois, a Parisian cycle construc-
tionist, offers you a chance to be the
Whizzing Wonder of the Campus; the




SIMILE: Says Hal Kemp of the in-
creased song writing ability among
college students of late, "The college
man's songs are fresh—often sophis-
ticated—and full of a new smartness
that often catches the public's fancy,"
(Sounds to us more like a candid de-
scription of the much-heralded Junior
Prom men themselves.)
EPITAPH: Speaking of "passing on,"
there's the sad tale of warning to the
would-we-were-slender enthusiasts who
diet so spartanly.
Here lies the body of dear little Anna;
mind again.
,.,
Now is Green Key week-end pla
To include a favorite band.
Benny Goodman, King of Swing,
Swing's the thing,
And Goodman's King.
And Benny Goodman's King of Swing
THE WHEEEOOOOO-IT'S-BEYOND-
DEPARTMENT: We can't exactly
; an explanation for this contribu-
but we will offer a reward to the
fair-haired genius who can figure it
For the junior who received this
in answer to a prom invitation
actually doesn't know whether she has
iate or not.
IF A DIK DIK IS AN ANTELOPE
D NOT AN ABBREVIATED
SHIRT FRONT YES PROVIDING
THAT LOBSTER SHORTS ARE
SMALL ILLEGAL LOBSTERS SOLD
IN SPEAKEASIES STOP BUT IF
LOBSTER SHORTS ARE STOCK
MARKET BEARS THAT WAIT TOO
LONG AND NOT SALMON COLORED
NETHER GARMENTS NO PROVIDED
THE EARTH IS LARGER THAN THE















FINE ARTS—Masquerade in Vienna
METROPOLITAN — Wake up and
COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE (end-
ing Saturday) — When
You're in Love and We're
on the Jury. i Beginning
Monday) — Swing High.
Swing Low and Craigs
Pupils' Recital
The annual spring recitals given by
students of the music department have
attained considerable growth and im-
portance during the past four years
and that which took place in Billings
hall last Wednesday evening, April




Biinii,wallows with the assistance of
Harvard Dramat dashed gayly through
the scenes of The Late Christopher
Bean on Friday and Saturday eve-
nings, April 23 and 24, at Alumnae
hall. The story deals with the for-
tunes of a New England doctor and
his family and primarily their lack of
appreciation for a young artist, Chris-
topher Bean. Abby, the maid, alone
recognized his ability and as the prin-
cipal character in the play carried the
scenes through to the surprising and
happy conclusion. Leta Leigh Bon-
ynge '38 did a very skillful interpreta-
tion of this part.
The doctor, done by Rendigs Fels,
was good although perhaps a trifle too
thorough in the later scenes. His
terrific bursts of temper seemed a
little inconsistent with his previous
mild nature. Mrs. Haggett in the
hands of Virginia Spangler '38 became
an excellent example of a greedy,
ignorant social climber. Her suffering
when she discovered she had burned
the pictures was well done. Rosen,
the grasping art dealer from New York,
was consistent and very amusing.
Susie, Susan Barrett '39, and Ada, Con-
good and well differentiated.
Robert Brooks, as Davenport, al-
though having a rather insignificant
part, did not develop its possibilities to
their fullest. His speech on the beau-
ties of Abby's portrait was particu-
larly colorless. Tallant, Robert Foster,
seemed to need a little polishing too.
His lines were strained and artificial
and he gave the impression of being
surprised rather than sly, as he was in-
tended to be. Susie's lover, Warren
Creamer, T. E. Bradshaw, gave a
wonderful picture of a young country
boy in love, although his nervousness
became too real in the end.
We want to particularly commend
(he scenery committee for the dust
marks around the picture and the
realistic sunlight coming in the west-
ern windows. On the whole the play
was done admirably and praise should
go to each of the committees.
P. G. '38
the spring series, devoted exclusively to
the work of Mr. Bamett's piano pupils,
and offering a program of wide interest
Margarita Gomez '39 opened the
first group with a Pavajia of William
Byrd. Eliese Strahl '39 and Lucetta
Sharp '39 played next an Allemande
for two pianos by Francois Couperln,
after which followed a Sarabande of
Louis Couperin by Lillian Blake '40,
two Minuets of Kuhnau and Krebs by
Jessie A. Fitzgerald '38, and a Passe-
pied of Fischer by Marion Thomson
'39. Succeeding numbers of the group
were an Air of Mattheson, by Mancy
Whitbn '38, a Siciliana of Monn, by
Elizabeth L. Johnson '39, and a con-
cluding Frescobaldi Fugue by Ruth J.
Goodman "37. The group was an in-
teresting one, and while many of the
selections were of great simplicity and
brevity, each offered
the
M. Ut.it TH ;
The News regrets its failure to
i review of the Verse Speaking
irital April 12. The mistake wa;
iu.hniQi.it.- oi
relatively unified effect of the whole
with regard to the works selected was
thus given an extraordinarily interest-
ing variety of technique, mood, and
style.
Outstanding among the succeeding
numbers of the program was Haydn's
Concerto in G major, in which June
Tienken '37, at the piano, was assisted
by a string quartet composed of Flor-
ence Chapman '37. first violin, Mar-
garet Mowry *37, second violin, Eleanor
Rogers '40, viola, and Frances Jones
'37, 'cello. Miss Tienken's tone pos-
sesses marked clarity, and passages in
the allegro, in particular, afforded op-
portunity for the display of a very
iacile technique. The Haydn was fol-
lowed by Margaret Strasmer's thor-
oughly musical interpretation of the
Beethoven Sonata in A flat major,
opus 26, one which achieved special
distinction through an expressive in-
terpretation of the Andante con varia
zioni and a fine rendering of the
Marcia funebra. A fourth group con-
sisted of a Mozart-Saar Scherzo,
Minuet and Rondo for two pianos.
Mary Elizabeth Hutton '38, and Amy
Hamburger '37 played the charming
Mozartean melody of the Scherzo with
considerable grace of touch, while
Nancy Stark '37 and Sari de Goencz
'37 continued with a less assured in-
terpretation of the Minuet, and Bar-
bara G. Trask, Gr. with Elizabeth
Weeks '40 concluded with the gay and
well-balanced duet of the Rondo.
Carolyn Wysor '40, Barbara Sewall
•38, Sage Adams '37, Lydia Chase '38,
MOTHER'S DAY
Cards, books, prints, appropri-
ate for Mother. Look them
over before the rush begins.
HATHAWAY HOUSE
BOOKSHOP
bert Impromptu in E flat, opus !)0.
two chopin Etudes, opus 10, and the
Polonaise in C minor, also of Chopin,
The concluding group of Three Pieces
for four hands, Berceuse, Scherzo, and
Le Jardin, by Faure, were played re-
spectively by Catherine Mclntire '40,
and Penelope Hutchinson '40, Margaret
Wyckoff '39 and Virginia Plumb '39.
Marjorie Li '40 and Jane B. Cadbury
'40. The musical interest of these
groups was greatly increased, again,
through individual interpretation and
the variety of expression each lent to
the contrasting melodies of Brahms
and Schubert, the pianistlc style of
Chopin, and the colorful, almost de-
scriptive quality of the Faure pieces,
the latter charming, though not bril-
liant closing numbers of the program.
The recital was too long for a single
evening. This, however, is a happy
fallacy' in its proof of the widely ex-
tended interest of students in practical
music which has been maintained
through the winter. Mr. Barnett is to
In- n.iiiiiK'iided for his skill in the well-
integrated selection and arrangement
of so complex a program; while no less
praise is merited by his pupils whose
performances Wednesday evening were





Mary L. Bartlett '37 is Wellesley's
representative to the annual luncheon
meeting of the National Civil Service
Reform league held today at the Hotel
Commodore in New York.
The object of this invitation ex-
tended by the League to various east-
ern colleges is to develop future "mis-
sionaries of the merit system." Miss
Bartlett is suited for this role since




Moti'.lniu ,.> Mont')/, by Carol L
GreenbiTL', publisher (New "S
1937) 120 pages. $1.50.
Carol Lynn, who incidentally fc
a no7ii de plume, is a successful
fessional model, She has writter
interesting and convincing little
I




of clothes go with
types of persons. It tells what
measurements should be for
height, and gives cor
to what exercises w
The
\nluaulr lunls in cui'iii^ for uk
We find that there's a right ai
wrong way to carry a handbag
gloves, and we learn how to re
a coat gracefully. A chapter is
voted to the art of make-up. in
ing what kind to wear when, and
how to apply it.
Aside from the general information
given, there is a wealth of advice t<
the girl who intends to take up model
ing as a profession, including the dif
ferent kinds of modeling
houses, for ret
fashion shows, and for commercial
photography, and practical hints
about the etiquette for models.
The book contains many photographs
of successful models illustrating the
different points made, and a few
sketches to demonstrate the suggested
Robert Frost Reads
pear in tnis year's poets' reading
series, brought a delightful sense of
humor and a homely, familiar quality
to his talk before a capacity audience
in Alumnae hall on April 26.
After a short preliminary talk in
which he poked sly fun at the "modern
doctrine of the poor," Mr. Frost
proceeded to the reading of his own
work. Mending Wall seemed to receive
a new flavor as he half-recited, half-
read it, in that, as in reading the
others, he pointed to the half-implied
religious and political meanings in the
poems. Then followed The Runaway,
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Eve-
ning, and The Road Not Taken—all
familiar works which became all the
more significant for his easy-going and
hearty presentation, and served
to bring out those qualities which
of Mr.
doggerel, Departmental, and finished
with the Death of the Hired Man, and
then two charming pieces, The Wood-
chuck and The Master's Speed.
By way of an encore, Mr. Frost con-
tinued with Birches—some of which,
he said, were too stiff, like some people
he knew!—and A Record Stride!
The brief and absorbing,
wurUiwiiiie for the college girl.
F. E. N. '38
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Wobon Blk. Wellesley Squar.
Tel. Wei. 0566-W




Order Your Photographs now for
MOTHERS DAY—MAY 9
Wellesley 0430 20 Church
&'#;;;;
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF
SECRETARIES
SUMMER SESSIONS
June 1 lo September 1
(Entrance on any date)
An intensive course to meet the needs of those with good educa-
tional background who seek distinctive opportunities for early
fall positions.
342 Madison Avenue New York, New York Van. 3-4039
MEDITERRANEAN
and SOVIET RUSSIA!
This is a cruise-offer that no college student can
afford to "pass up" without careful thought! Weigh
the pros and cons—the itinerary against the extremely
low price—this rare travel-education against any other
vacation! And at barely more than $5 per day, the
Roma Summer Cruise is actually one of the most
economical vacations you might plan.
YOU'LL ENJOY THIS THIRD CLASS
Good food, good times, real cruise entertainment! Planned es-
pecially for students, professors, v.ication^ts of culture. Neat,
comfortable staterooms, big Dinmi; S.ilon, Smoking Room. B.ir









Beirut, 'Haifa. Port Said, Rhodes.
cruising tlie Dardanelles and Bos-
porus, Yalta, Costanza, Istanbul.
ITALIAN LINE THOSr COOK & SON
360 Boylston
WELLESLEY COLLEGE N EWS
Professors Discuss
Soviet Advancement
Bruce C. Hopper, assistant professor I
of government at Harvard, and Samuel
H. Cross, associate professor of Slavic
languages and literature at Harvard,
j
were guest speakers on "Soviet Russia's
Future Power in the East" at the last
,
meeting of the Foreign Policy asso-
ciation for this year, Saturday, April 24.
]
Full of admiration for the economic '
and educational results of the Russian
;
experiment both speakers look for con-
tinued success in the vast Siberian
continent. Mi-. Hopper empha^ed 1 1 1
importance of the source of raw ma-
terials in determining the future flow
Asia, he said, is to the
FRESHMEN MAY ENTER
LIBRARY COMPETITION
petition are reminded that
must be handed into the
iot later than May 1.
ks iiiusl hv listed. i:ivin'-; author.
|iubl;>hiT and date of publica-
The (
manent personal
modern world is stra
the exhaustion of lo
rearmament for the European civil
war and to the declining population in
industrial centers.
"Because of its untold and unknown
natural resources," said Mr. Hopper.
will be built in the wilderness." He
emphasized the creative force behind
the present movement stating that
population figures have doubled in the
last 40 years and that Soviet Russia
has become "a matrix of new energy
for a tired Western world." Pointing
to definite economic developments on
the Siberian continent he spoke of the
planning organization,
granted to economic ui
regional labor exchange:
ing points and the
urbanization.
Professor Cross spoke of the incon-
ceivable achievements in the reduction
of Illiteracy, the development of cul-
tural autonomy in the constituent units
of the union, the spread of the school
system and compulsory education and
the use Of Russian side by side with
the languages of the various areas
which are largely being preserved and
systematized.
contest.
All books must be the student's own
and on her shelves here at college.
The judges will be Miss Edith C.
Johnson. Mrs. Elizabeth Bradstreet
Walsh and Mrs. Earl Benson.
The prize is $10 in books, to be se-
lected by the winner.
Society Celebrates
Shakespeare's Birth
Shakespeare society celebrated the
birthday of the master, William
Shakespeare, with a dinner and a lec-
ture by Dr. James Munn, Chairman of
the English department at Harvard,
Wednesday evening, April 21 at 6:15
Dr. Munn spoke on Shakespeare's last
period in connection with the work
which the society has been doing this
year on The Tempest, He introduced
his subject by the justifiable
GERMAN CLUB MEETS FRENCH CLUB CIVESC
TOELECT OFFICERS ROLLICKING COMEDY
At the Studentenabend held by the
Deutscher Verein at Phi Sigma on
Wednesday, April 28, Jutta Weis-
Wessel. German exchange student,
spoke on student life in Germany.
Later all the members joined in sing-
ing German songs.
Officers for next year were an-
nounced as follows: president, Hilde-
garde Lewis '38; vice president, Mary
Jane Robinson '38; secretary, Chris-
tine Hunter '39; treasurer, Louise
CHAMBER MUSIC GROUP PLAYS
Several students interested in cham-
ber music have been playing together
during the year under the direction of
Mr. Holmes, conductor of the Orches-
tra. On Monday evening, May 3, at
T. Z. E. Society house they will pre-
gram will begin with the four move-
ments of a Piano Quartet by Loeillet,
played by Florence Chapman, '37,
violin, Peggy Mowry '37. viola, Prances
Jones '37, 'cello, and Harriet Basor '37,
piano. The first movement of the
Piano Trio in D major by Joseph
Haydn will be played by Katherine
Sandford '37, violin, Esther Parshley
'38, 'cello, and Elizabeth Weeks '40,
Florence Chapman. Peggy Mowry,
|
Frances Jones, and Malcolm Holmes
will perform the complete String]
Quartet in E Flat Major, opus 64, no. 6
j
of Haydn. In conclusion, the piano
quartet will play the fh'sl
Grave-allegro, of the Piano Qu
E Flat major opus 18 by Beet)
the actual text and not in a commen-
tary, if one really wishes to under-
stand the dramatist. An explanation
of the development of stage settings
and costuming in the theatre towards
the end of Shakespeare's career threw
interesting light on the changes which
occurred in the type of play the master
La Grammaire by LaBiche, a hila-
rious one act play concerning a public
office aspirant who does not know his
grammar, was presented by the Alli-
ance Francaise on Monday evening,
April 26, in T. Z. E. house. Those
taking part were: Alice Tremain
'38,
Vivian Delaney '40, Jean Paradis '39
and Virginia Love '38.
Refreshments were served and an-
nouncement of the following new
officers was made: president, Alice
Pasternak '38; vice-president, Aileen
Davidson '39; secretary, Babette Sam-
Jean Paradis '39.
DUKE ST U D I
SPECIAL FOR MOTHER'S DAY
Send your photograph to Her for o Lasting Gift
We Take Passport Pictures
23 Central Street Wellesley
Wellesley 1345-W
Do YOU Know Them?
You should ... for
to help you look yc
ime one in this group stands ready
best twenty-four hours a day!
She'll save you time and trouble ... at no extra cost.
She'll see that your clothes are Sanitone-cleaned and
returned in time for that Important Week-end
. . .
that the dress which looks as if it had led a dog's life
is restored to its original crispness and sparkle for that
Grand Occasion!
These are the Lake Waban Student Agents. . . . There's
one residing in your college house. Get acquainted
now
. . .
and she'll tell you just how the plan works!
Jake ^Waban Jaundry
J^aunderers^) Qeaners . .
.




We've always taken pride in the completeness of
our playtime stocks BUT never before have we
had anything like the wide variety of play-pro-
voking toggery so early in the season. The
reason? This year styles are so diversified . . .
so individual . . . from such widely different
sources and SO ATTRACTIVE we simply couldn't
resist the urge to buy. We think you'll feel the
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
LEADERS WILL DISCUSS STUDENTS TO OFFER







With "The Work Challenge to
Democracy—How can America meet
it?" as the general subject for lec-
tures round tables, nd forums, the
Summer Institute for Social Progress
at Wellesley will hold its fifth annual
conference on the college campus,
The students of voice of Wellesley
college, assisted by Jane Burgess,
clarinetist, and Marion Muther, accom-
panist, will present a song recital in
Billings hall, Wednesday evening, May
dustry and the professions all over
the country. Scholarship chairman
of the Institute is Miss Susan Shep-
herd of the English composition de-
partment.
Opportunity was given undergrad-
cial problems to hear Miss Dorothy
p. Hill, a Wellesley graduate and di-
rector of the Institute, speak in the
C. A. Lounge Friday, April 9. For
students interested in attending the
conference Miss Hill told of the few
places reserved in the cross-section
membership for undergraduates.
Dr. Colston E. Wame, Professor at
Amherst college, will head the illus-
trious faculty attending the Insti-
tute which will include Dr. Percy
Wells Bigelow, formerly of Yale and
now professor of economics at the
University of Buffalo, who was for
some time economist to the United
etates Tariff commission and in
charge of its European headquarters;
Dr. Leroy E. Bowman, director of the
United Parents association of New
York city, who formerly taught the
social sciences at Columbia Univer-
sity; Dr. Carl Joachim Friedrich. as-
sociate professor of government at
Harvard university, well known as a
keen analyst of European affairs; Dr.
Alfred D. Sheffield, professor of
group leadership at Wellesley college,
and Dr. John H. Williams, professor
of economics at Harvard university
and economic adviser to the Federal
Reserve bank.
Discussions, designed to bring
the divergent experience of the n
bers, who will roughly approximate
a cross-section of a typical industri;
community, will follow the mornir
lectures on "The World Challenge I
Democracy" and "Immediate Prol
lems America Must Face." Men ar
women from large and small bus
nesses, teachers, industrial worker
labor leaders, bankers, social workers,
leaders of civic clubs will bring eco-
nomic theory to grips with practical
experience.
On alternate afternoons special in-
terest round tables of three sessions
each will be held on the home, the
church and the school to analyze the
contributions they may make toward
building democratic habits of thought
and action. Other afternoon rounn
tables will be held on International
Aspects of Democracy, Banking and
Currency Problems, Race Relations,
Organizing a Community for Social
Education. Trade Union Problems and
What Can Be Done to Make Labor
and Capital Feel that Industry May
Become a Cooperative Enterprise.




Duet; "O Lovely Peace" from Judas
Maccabaeus Handel
Dorothy Harris '39, and Katherine
Hack '39
qui chantes Arr. Tiersot









Mary Louise Bircher "39
uel ruscelletto Marcello
y Day Cyril Scott
Dorothy Harris '39
Trio; "Behold! The Golden Sun
Upsoaring!" from
The Magic Flute Mozart
Robbie Lou Schneider '37, Jane
Fenton '40, Katherine Hack '39




"With Verdure Clad" from The Crea
Hon Haydi
Elizabeth Chapin '37
Acli. cs bleibt in meinevi Herzen (witl
clarinet obbligato) Bach
Dorothy Russ '37. Jane Burgess
Duet: Hut du dich! Brahms
Nellie Frederick '40, Marjorie N
rup '39
Air du Rossignol Saint-!
"Merce, diletti amiche" from I Vespri
Sicilliani 1




Alle Dinge haben Sprache Erich Wolf
Katherine Hack '39
Duet: Wie viel schon die Boten
Brahms
Elizabeth Chapin '37, Dorothy Russ '37
't forget Play Day
afternoon. May 1.
Smith, and Holyoke will 1
t will be great fun
lennis. riding, archery am
t Tower court ;
program for the guests.
A. A. Antics BUSINESS DIRECTORY
WELLESLEY AND VICINITY
BEAUTY SHOPS
W. 0. C. Plans
The Wellesley Outing c
,e following new heads for 1937-1938:
hiking and cabin, Elizabeth Thoro-
good '38; swimming, Kathleen Kiley
8; canoeing, Margaret Andrews '38;
inter sports, Marion L. Cook '38;
ubhcity. Fiances Neanng '38; secre-
iry-treasurer, Ann Winship '40; and
ding, Barbara Kinyon '39. The new
Duncil members are Jane Gehrz '39,
Frances Roberg '39, Janet Gould '39,
i Ann Graf '40, Elizabeth Darling-
40, Emily Brownnii; '40. Wynnnret-
ta Wilson '39, and Ruth Coleman '39.
Everyone belongs to WOC and is
titled and invited to participate in
. activities. If you have suggestions
ideas for interesting trips, speak
me member of the board, and j




67 Central St. Wellesley
tative spring schedule
April 24, canoe trip S:
down the Ch
nwnneht the May 2,
May 9,
Sunday hip ro Blue hills; May
and 16. overnight trip to "Steve*
Plymouth, New Hampshire, to clii
Mount Stinson—possibly it will be





Debbie Hats $2.90 up




40 Central St. Wellesley
CHARCOAL PORTRAITS
ELEANOR S. ROSSNER
From Graduation or other
Photographs
$10, $18 and $25
SPORT GOODS
Linens
Luncheon Sets — Tea Sets
Table Cloths, also small pieces
MISS STEVENSON'S SHOP
P. B. Corkum, Inc.
587 Washington St.. Wellesley
Golf Bolls 10c to 75c
Golf Clubs 98c up
Tennis Balls 45c or 3 for $1.25
Tennis Rackets $2.98 to $7.50
Wood and Metal




I live in Stone Davis Hall,
recreational facilities of th
campus and lake thrown open to
conference members the Insti
e offers a chance to combine i
1 out-of-doors vacation with chal
ging study and stimulating con
REPORTER TRACES BACK
TRADITION OF MAY DAY
sing their marching song and a song
Margaret Horton '39 is
the May day committee this year.
The other members are song leader,
Margaret Wyckoff '39; head of sec-
retaries, Ruth Coleman '39; secretary.
Catherine Sladen '39; business man-
Mary Randall '39; and Helen
'39. head of designs.
and Sunday night supper at the
cabin; May 27. joint
trip, meeting
swim and supper; May 30, shore trip.
Individuals may use the cabin to
entertain their friends. There is a
big fireplace for outdoor cooking.





Tennis Rackets and Restringir
BROOKES MOORE








Have You Chosen A Career?
<l\ WI-I.IvS- -I MM, '!( M SS]<i\
Write" or tr'l'cphonc tit'r Caialf:(j.
THE PACKARD SCHOOL
Wellesley 0948
MRS. CRAM AWARDS CUPS
New York—A New York woman will
award six silver cups during the sec-
ond week of May. Peace Week, to two
local civil service employees, two lay-
men, and two children for heroic
the prizes, she explains, is to turn
public attention to everyday acts of
heroism, which she believes ought to
as much as bravery
Leo.n how inexpensive Tour- TOURlsT clASS R&1|Sgi!'2l2 f|
Z'J"u M^'lJl^yll ROUND TRIP- »•
HERE'S A TYPICAL ALL-EXPENSE TOUR.
Soil
Spend 18 days in Italy, Switzerland -
Augusl 1, via the GEORGIC. Rate f<
YOUR LAUNDRY HOME AND RETURN
WEEKLY by nation-wide Railway Express. Swift,
safe, sure. Enjoyed by thousands in hundreds of colleges,
at low economical cost. Remember, prompt pick-up
and







CALENDAR COS CLUB ELECTS BOARD
The new officers of the Cosmopolitai
c!ub were elected at a meeting o:
that group at 7;30 p. m. in Agora or
April 23. Nexhini Zaimi spoke brief-
n followed.
1 new officers are: President,
net Holmes '38; Vice-President.
Gerhard "Mi: Secret n:y. Marian
11 '39; Treasurer. Barbara
P. E. A. CONDEMNS YALE
ON DAVIS DISMISSAL
Progressive Educators Call Corpor-
ation Action Infringement
of Academic Freedom
demlc freedom, was concluded by a
vote of the business meeting of the
Progressive Education association in
its final session.
In passing this resolution regard-
ing the dropping of Dr. Jerome
Davis from the Yale faculty, the
association officers will send to the
Yale corporation "the regret of this
(.u'Ranization" that Yale's continued
refusal to reappoint Dr. Davis to




in the light of all known circum-
stances, be regarded as a violation o:
academic freedom."
The association urged its com-
mission on educational freedom t<
work with other groups to obtain "i
satisfactory conclusion of the affair.'
that
Davis had been conspicuous lor nis
sympathies with liberal and radical
groups. It is on this account, rather
than for other reasons given by the
administration, that educators here
believe he is being dropped from the
Yale Divinity school.
ALUMNAE NOTES
Mrs. Ira Nelson Morris, Constance
Rothschild '96, is guest of honor at a
tea this afternoon, April 29, in the
lounge of the New York Wellesley club,
106 East Fifty-second street.
Mrs. Morris will speak at five o'clock
on her purpose in writing Maria





. . . men like 'em
. . . women like 'em
In the Big Town, you see lots ofempty
packages. That means that pack after
pack of refreshingly mild, good tasting
Chesterfields have satisfied hundreds . .
.
maybe thousands.
Way out in Goose CreekJunction, you
meet up with men who tell you that
Chesterfields are milder. . .you see ladies
who tell you how good they taste and
what a pleasing aroma they have.
Going East
. . . or going West
. . . Chesterfield satisfies 'em
, Licgett & Myers Todacco Co.
